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Recommendations for the Use of Condenser
Bushings in Bus Duct Applications

The typical bus duct application requires a
low voltage, high current bushing. These
bushings are relatively short in length with
large diameter conductors. Because of this
unique geometry, most of the heat generated
inside of the bushing is conducted directly to
the bushing’s terminals. One set of terminals is
immersed in the bus duct environment and is
connected to the bus. The other set of termi-
nals is immersed in the transformer oil environ-
ment and is connected to the transformer
cables. The air temperature inside the bus duct
rises because it has to dissipate the heat from
the bus to the bus duct or to the air circulating/
cooling system. This bus duct air temperature
is, usually, far in excess of the 40oC maximum
temperature, which is specified in the IEEE
bushing standard as the normal ambient
temperature. In addition, the maximum bus
temperature according to the ANSI/IEEE
C37.23 standard can be as much as 105oC.

Standard condenser bushings are designed
to operate properly in the standard tempera-
ture conditions, which are specified in IEEE
C57.19.00, Paragraph 4.1. These are
summarized below.

Usual Service Conditions:
• Ambient air temperature is no greater than

40oC and no less than -30oC.
• The altitude is not greater than 1000

meters.
• The temperature of the transformer

insulating oil in which the oil side of the

bushing is immersed does not exceed 95oC
averaged over a 24-hour period.

• The external terminal and bus connections,
when operated alone at rated current, do
not exceed a 30oC rise.

• The bushing is mounted at an angle of
inclination to the vertical not exceeding 20o.

Under these defined “standard conditions”
and with the bushing carrying rated current,
the bushing’s hottest spot temperature rise is
permitted to be 65oC.

A condenser bushing with the standard
insulation system and standard gasket/sealing
system will operate properly, at rated current,
when: 1) the ambient air temperature does not
exceed 40oC; 2) the temperature of the
external line connection does not exceed 70oC
and 3) the transformer top oil temperature
averages 95oC over any 24 hour period.
Proper operation means that the hottest spot
temperature rise of the bushing does not
exceed 65oC at rated current.

Stated in another way, the standard
operating conditions are:
• Maximum ambient temperature 40oC.
• Maximum bushing hottest spot temperature

105oC.
• Top oil temperature of 95oC based on 55oC

rise and 40oC maximum ambient.
• External terminal/bus temperature of 70oC

based on 30oC rise over 40oC maximum
ambient
See Figure 1 for a graphic demonstrating

these standard conditions.

(continued next page)
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Figure 1. Standard Thermal Conditions for Condenser Bushings



EEE/ANSI Standard
C57.19.00 Standard
Thermal Conditions

for Condenser
Bushings

Typical Bus
Duct Thermal
Conditions

Ambient air
temperature: 400C, maximum >> 400C

Transformer oil
temperature rise: 550C  maximum 55 0C

External
bus/connector
temperature rise:

300C, maximum
> 300C (650C per

C37.23)

Bushing hottest spot
temperature rise: 650C, maximum >> 65 0C

Thermal Conditions for Bushings
Applied in Bus Duct

In the bus duct environment, the thermal
conditions on the air side of the bushing are
very different than those defined as “normal
or usual” as discussed above. The bushing’s
top terminal/conductor is connected to the
bus. If under rated current conditions, the bus
temperature is 105oC (as permitted under
ANSI/IEEE C37.23) and the transformer oil
temperature remains at 95oC (averaged over a
24-hour period), the bushings hottest spot
temperature will exceed the 65oC rise limit.
This limit will be exceeded because the

bushing’s ability to dissipate heat by conduc-
tion through its end connections is severely
restricted due to the relatively high tempera-
tures on the air side of the bushing.

For example, if at rated current, the air side
terminal connection is at 105oC vs. 70oC in
free air; part of this increase of 35 degrees
will be added to the hottest spot temperature
of the bushing.  Assume that the hot spot
temperature is increased by half of this 35
degrees or 17.5oC; the bushing hottest spot
rise above ambient air temperature would
now be 82.5oC or 122.5oC in a 40oC ambient.

In addition to this thermal stress which is
placed on the bushing’s condenser insulation,

similar stresses are placed on the bushing’s
gasket seals. In a “standard” transformer
application, the bushing gaskets are either
sealing against an ambient air temperature no
greater than 40oC or they are sealing against
the transformer oil at 95oC with the oil inside
of the bushing at some value dictated by the
65oC hottest spot rise in the bushing.  In the
bus duct situation, the gasket can see an
ambient air temperature greater than the
standard 40oC and an internal bushing
temperature higher than that created under
standard conditions (due to the higher than
standard bushing hot spot temperature rise).
Sealing materials that work properly under
“standard” conditions can be compromised in
the bus duct application.

Another factor that must be considered is
the amount of expansion space that is
provided within the bushing to accommodate
the oil volume increase due to temperature.
What is sufficient expansion space for a
bushing applied in free air may not be
sufficient for a bushing applied in bus duct.
Lack of sufficient expansion space will
place additional mechanical stress on the
bushing seals.

Regarding the mounting of the bushing: the
thermal conditions are different depending on
whether the bushing is mounted horizontally,
vertically, or somewhere in between. ABB
high current bushings are designed specifically
for the mounting position specified, i.e., a
vertical bushing can only be used vertically
and a horizontal bushing can only be used in
the horizontal position.

The table to the left compares standard
thermal conditions to potential bus duct
thermal conditions.

(continued next page)

FIgure 2. Bushing Applied in Bus Duct vs. Bushing in Free Air



Recommendations
Because of the considerations outlined in this

document, ABB’s recommendation is to use
the ABB High Temperature Type TTM bushing
for all bus duct applications. These bushings
have been specifically designed for application
in a high temperature environment; in these
bushings, NomexTM insulation is used instead

available for currents greater than 12,000
amperes (ask you ABB representative for
details).

Some customers have been applying
standard condenser bushings in bus ducts.
These bushings are either aging faster than is

of cellulose paper for the condenser insulation
and VitonTM rubber gaskets are used for all
sealing. These special materials are rated for
application at temperatures of 200oC.

The incorporation of these special high
temperature materials into the High Tempera-
ture Type T bushing allow these bushings to
operate properly in the bus duct environment
without de-rating. These bushings are
designed to operate at rated current in an
enclosed bus duct where the enclosure air
temperature can be as high as 90oC and the
temperature of the bus connected to the
bushing is 105oC with the transformer oil
temperature at 95oC averaged over any 24
hour period.  ABB has created a standard
series of high temperature bushing designs,
which cover the current range of 4,500
amperes through 12,000 amperes at 25 kV.
In this standard series, bushings are available
for vertical or horizontal mounting with a 28.5-
inch creep distance and a 21-inch or 11-inch
CT space. High temperature bushings are also

normal and/or they are being operated at loads
well below the name plate rating and/or the bus
duct has sufficient cooling means to keep the
bus temperatures well below the 105oC limit.
Because of the very special nature of high-
current, bus duct applications, ABB advise
caution when applying a standard bushing in
bus duct. Standard Type T bushings can be
upgraded with high temperature materials.

Renewal Parts
If renewal parts are required, order them
through the nearest ABB Power T&D
Company Inc. representative. Please provide
the item description and the identification
numbers (model, style, and catalog) from the
unit’s nameplate.

Further Information
For additional information or to order ABB
High Temperature Type T bushings, contact
your nearest ABB Power T&D Company Inc.
representative or call the Components
Division toll free at 1-800-955-8399.

ABB's use of
Pro Engineer-
ing  design
stations
assures the
mechanical,
electrical and
thermal
capability of
High Tempera-
ture Type T
condenser
bushings  in
bus duct
applications.

High Temperature Materials:
Left: VitonTM  gaskets are
rated to 2000C.
Right: NomexTM insulation
replaces cellulose paper.

Viton TM

O-ring

Standard
Nitrile
O-ring

Specify ABB High
TemperatureType T Bushings

the right choice!

ABB Style # Rating Mounting
025V0450WH 4500 amps Vertical
025V0600WJ 6000 amps Vertical
025V0750VW 7500 amps Vertical

025V1000VY 10,000 amps Vertical
025V1200HY 12,000 amps Vertical
025V0450WU 4500 amps Horizontal

025V0600WG 6000 amps Horizontal
025V0900WR 9000 amps Horizontal
025V1200WN 12,000 amps Horizontal
034V0750HR 7500 amps Vertical



ABB Alamo/St. Louis to
Offer Bushing, Trans-
former and LTC Training
Seminar for Customers at
Alamo, TN Facility

An ABB Technician testing condenser
bushings in the Alamo facility.

Does your company provide training on this
important equipment? Is your company
downsizing? Are you loosing expertise in
maintenance? Do you have more than one type
of this equipment on your system? Are you
maintaining it properly?

Here, at ABB's Transformer Components
Manufacturing Facility in Alamo Tennessee,
we are considered the experts on bushing,
transformer, and LTC maintenance. Why? We
have experienced design and field engineers
that support Westinghouse, GE, Reinhausen ,
Moloney, ASEA, ABB and others equipment.

Attend our seminar and hear presenta-
tions from these expert engineers :
• Dave Geibel is a Senior Design Engineer
in Tap Changer Design and Development.
Dave has 26 years of extensive experience
with ABB, GE, Reinhausen and
Westinghouse Load Tap Changers (LTCs).

• Mike Brake  has 24 years of specialized
knowledge in Power Transformer
manufacturing, testing, installation, mainte-
nance and troubleshooting. He also special-
izes in various types of load tap changers,
power substations, and associated equipment
• Prit Singh has 25 years combined experi-
ence with ABB, GE, and Westinghouse
Transformer and bushing design. Prit is
Chairman of the IEEE Bushing Standards
Committee.
• Brian Twibell  is Manager of Field Projects
for ABB St. Louis Technical Support. He has
11 years of expeience in manufacturing, testing
and field engineering services solely related
to power transformers.
• Greg Clanin  has 36 years of experience in
testing large power and instrument transform-
ers, air core reactors, condenser and bulk
bushings and various fundamental breakdown
studies for all kinds of oil, pressboard, conduc-
tor shapes and SF

6
 gas.

• Daniel J. Herlihy is a Bushing Product
Engineer with 26 years of experience
designing, testing and conducting quality
programs for ABB and GE.

Topics to be covered:
• For Bushings:

- Theory
- Maintenance
- Field Testing

• For Transformers:
- Theory
- Maintenance
- Field Testing
- Transporting and Installation

• For Load Tap Changers (LTCs)
- Theory
- Maintenance
- Quality Pointers
- Field Testing

Don’t miss this one!!!!!!!!
February 22, 23 & 24, 2000
(Morning session only on final day)
$465.00 net each.

For registration and details contact Randy
Williams at 1-800-955-8399.

ABB's
Dave Geibel
instructs
customers in
the general
theory and
practice of
Load Tap
Changers
(LTCs).



The following is a summary of Westinghouse bushings which may or may not contain polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB’s).
In general, Westinghouse Type “O” circuit breaker  bushings built in Trafford Pa  were manufactured with
less than 50 ppm of PCB.  (W) Trafford, opened in 1959, built only power circuit breaker bushings.

Type “O”  bushings built in Sharon  and Circuit breaker bushings built in East Pittsburgh SHOULD also have
less than 50 ppm.  However, Sharon  bushings are slightly less certain because of possible contamination.
Also, old bushings may have been rebuilt by persons and in places that are unknown, and therefore, could be
contaminated.    It is the Users responsibility to determine (via testing) the actual PCB level.

Bushing Voltage Years of Location of PCB content Comments
Type Production Production

Type  “G” 15 kV to 288 kV 1934 to 1942 E.Pgh. & Sharon > 50 ppm + Tar filled
Type  “IG” 15 kV to 288 kV 1934 to 1942 E.Pgh. & Sharon > 50 ppm + contains “Intereen”
Type  “OG” 15 kV to 288 kV 1934 to 1942 E.Pgh. & Sharon < 50 ppm Oil filled
Type “G-1” 15kV to 46kV 1934 to 1942 Sharon > 50 ppm + Tar filled
Type “G-2 ” 15kV to 46kV 1934 to 1942 Sharon > 50 ppm + Tar filled
Type “K” 34.5 kV to 230 kV 1937 to 1941 E.Pgh. & Sharon > 50 ppm + Tar filled

Type “OK” 34.5 kV to 230 kV 1937 to 1941 E.Pgh. & Sharon < 50 ppm Oil filled
Type “M” 46 kV to 230 kV 1937 to 1941 E. Pgh. < 50 ppm Oil filled
Type “N” 92 kV to 288kV 1940 to 1942 E.Pgh. & Sharon > 50 ppm + Tar filled

Type “ON” 92 kV to 288kV 1940 to 1942 E.Pgh. & Sharon < 50 ppm Oil filled
Type “J “ 4.3kV to 23kV 1922 to 1985 Sharon < 50 ppm Bulk bushing no filler
Type “RJ “ 15kV and below 1955 to 1985 Sharon < 50 ppm Bulk bushing no filler
Type “S” 15 kV to 69 kV 1941 to 1963 Sharon > 50 ppm + Tar filled

1941 to 1975 Trafford
Type “ES” 15 kV to 69 kV 1975 to 1977 Trafford > 50 ppm + Tar filled
Type “OS” 15 kV to 46 kV 1977 to 1980 Trafford < 50 ppm Oil filled

1963 to 1985 Sharon
Type “GOS” 15 kV to 69 kV 1980 to 1987 Trafford zero “Gelled oil” filled

1987 to 1995 Alamo
Type “GC” 15kV to 23kV 1959 to 1980 Trafford > 50 ppm + Tar filled

1981 to 1993 Trafford & Alamo zero “Gelled oil” filled
Type “O” 69kV to 500kV 1942 to 1985 (See note) < 50 ppm Oil filled

Type “O+” 23kv to 765kV 1981 to 1987 Alamo Zero Printed condenser

Older Westinghouse Bushings May Contain
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)

The following is a
summary of Westinghouse
bushings which may or may
not contain polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB’s).
In general, Westinghouse
Type “O” circuit breaker
bushings built in Trafford Pa
were manufactured with less
than 50 ppm of PCB.
Westinghouse Trafford,
opened in 1959, built only
power circuit breaker
bushings.

Type “O” bushings built in
Sharon and Circuit breaker
bushings built in East
Pittsburgh should also have
less than 50 ppm.  However,
Sharon bushings are slightly
less certain because of
possible contamination.

Also, old bushings may
have been rebuilt by persons
and in places that are unknown,
and therefore, could be contaminated.

It is the Users responsibility to determine
(via testing) the actual PCB level.

The table below is for reference use only and does NOT guarantee actual
limits of PCB contamination that may presently exist in these bushings.

Note : Type “O” bushings were built at Trafford Pa., Sharon Pa. and Muncie In..
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and employees of ABB.

For circuit breaker service
information contact:

 Phone 1-724-838-5275  Fax 1-724-838-3505
email: abb.powertdservice@ustra.mail.abb.com

For transformer service
information contact:

 Phone 1-800-955-8399  Fax 1-901-696-5377
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High
Temperature
Type T TM

Condenser
Bushings, a
Perfect
Solution For
Bus Duct
Applications
Bushings applied incorrectly in

a high current bus duct applica-

tion can put transformers at

risk and could result in millions

of dollars in lost operating

revenue. Get the details inside...


